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Control of a III-V MOCVD Process using
Ultraviolet Absorption and Ultrasonic Concentration

Monitoring
Monique Gaffney Flynn, Roy Smith, Patrick Abraham, Steven DenBaars

Abstract—Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
is a key technology for the growth of compound semiconduc-
tors. This process has traditionally lacked real-time growth
monitoring and control, which limits the precise reproducibil-
ity needed for high performance devices. Two complementary
control approaches for the MOCVD process are investigated
experimentally. The first is a feedforward disturbance rejection
strategy using ultrasonic concentration measurements to reject
source gas bubbler disturbances. The second is a feedback
system using an ultraviolet (UV) absorption sensor for real-
time monitoring of reaction chamber gas concentrations. Post-
growth X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence of InP/GaInAs
superlattice test devices are used to evaluate control system
performance.

Index Terms—Ultrasonic concentration monitor, Ultraviolet
absorption, Compound semiconductor, Process control, Semicon-
ductor manufacturing

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, metalorganic chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MOCVD) has emerged as one of the most promising
techniques for production of the next generation of high
speed electronic and opto-electronic devices. However, the
industrial application of MOCVD techniques currently suffer
from a lack of in situ process control, which causes a lack
of precise reproducibility. Stricter semiconductor device toler-
ance requirements are driving the need for better monitoring
and control in semiconductor fabrication processes. Device
applications such as distributed Bragg reflectors, microcavity
LEDs, high mobility layer devices, and heterojunction bipolar
transistors require the ability to control composition and layer
thickness to high accuracy. The precision can be improved by
applying feedforward and feedback control strategies to the
MOCVD process and this is the focus of our paper. The major
difficulties in controlling this process are technological and
include: sensor and actuator selection, process modeling, sen-
sor development and characterization, and control motivated
reactor design modifications.
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The growth of compound semiconductors requires that the
epitaxial layers be of a single-crystalline nature and uni-
form composition. The introductory work in feedback control
of compound semiconductor growth used an organometallic
molecular beam epitaxy process and is found in [1]. Growth
rate sensing used a spectroscopic ellipsometer, capable of
measurements over a band of wavelengths. Post-growth com-
position evaluation was performed by secondary-ion mass
spectrometry. Further work on growth rate and composi-
tion control of aluminum gallium arsenide (AlxGa(1−x)As)
quantum-well laser structures is described in [2]. The control
actuators consisted of the mass flow controllers for both the
trimethylgallium (TMG) and trimethylaluminum sources. The
spectroscopic ellipsometer was used for both composition
and growth rate measurement. However, the controller perfor-
mance was not examined with any post-growth tests such as
X-ray diffraction or photoluminescence. Spectroscopic ellip-
sometry techniques have also been used for closed loop control
of MOCVD growth of HgCdTe (mercury cadmium telluride),
a II–VI material system [3]. A proportional controller was used
to regulate the flow rate of dimethylcadmium. The composition
(x of Hg(1−x)CdxTe), was measured by an ellipsometer, and the
system showed good temperature disturbance rejection. Again
post-growth analysis was not reported. Simulation studies have
also addressed closed loop control of TMI concentration,
using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) methods in
high pressure reactors [4].

In related work [5], trimethylindium (TMI) disturbances
were identified and compensated for by using an ultrasonic
concentration monitor, and evaluated by post-growth X-ray
diffraction analysis. This work was used as an example for the
feedforward TMG control system described in Section IV. Sig-
nificant improvement in composition and thickness regulation
was demonstrated via post-growth X-ray diffraction [6]. This
paper also summarizes the results in [7], where an ultraviolet
(UV) absorption sensor was developed for feedback control of
GaInAs growth.

The major contributions of the work reported here are:
the development of a control relevant model; the character-
ization and identification of process disturbances; and the
demonstration of the effectiveness of closed-loop control via
device growth and a posteriori measurement. The actual con-
trol design is not a difficult part of the procedure. Sensor
development and disturbance characterization—on a time scale
commensurate with control for an individual growth run—are
the more significant aspects. This contrasts with run-to-run
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control methods which are useful in compensating for slower
time scale drifts. To our knowledge, this is the first work
demonstrating active control using UV absorption sensing for
feedback.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
MOCVD process. The control performance goals are defined
for this application in Section III. Two control strategies are
described. The first is an upstream feedforward approach,
outlined in Section IV. This section describes work that was
developed in greater detail in [6], and is presented here for
completeness. The second control approach uses a UV sensor
for feedback control. The sensor is described in detail in
Section V, the control model is developed in Section VI, and
the control design is covered in Section VII. The closed-loop
growth results are presented in Section VIII, and summarized
in the conclusions given in Section IX.

II. MOCVD TECHNOLOGY

Figure 1 is a schematic overview of our MOCVD gas deliv-
ery system for one source. Each source element is transported
as a vapor phase metalorganic and mixed in a very low dead-
zone volume manifold, before being injected into the growth
chamber where the source elements thermally decompose to
form single crystal layers. A low dead-zone manifold does not
have a stored gas volume and therefore minimizes the transport
delay between the actuation and the growth chamber.

The column III and the column V organic source ma-
terials used in this work include tertiarybutylarsine (TBA),
tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP), trimethylgallium (TMG) and
trimethylindium (TMI). They are stored in a solid or liquid
phase in temperature and pressure controlled source vessels
(bubblers) and transported by bubbling hydrogen gas through
the source. This has significant safety advantages over the
more common gaseous sources but introduces additional dis-
turbances due to gas bubbler dynamics. The temperature and
pressure control provides a constant evaporation rate from the
precursor chemical, and allows for repeatable mixing of the
source vapor and the hydrogen carrier.

The source concentration is also regulated by a set of
mass flow controllers (MFCs). The input MFC and dilution
MFC set the hydrogen flow rate entering the bubbler and the
hydrogen/component dilution factor, respectively. An injection
flow controller, located prior to the injection manifold, controls
the amount of the vapor mixture introduced into the reaction
chamber and is used as our primary control actuation. The
injection flow is always set to a smaller value than the input
plus dilution flow in order that the bubbler pressure can be
controlled via the bubbler pressure control valve (PCV).

The system is equipped with an ultrasonic concentration
sensor which is used for feedforward bubbler concentration
disturbance rejection. We have designed and built a UV ab-
sorption monitor which is capable of measuring the concentra-
tion of a single source gas immediately prior to deposition, and
is used here for feedback control [7]. The concentration and
absorption sensor systems are discussed further in Sections IV
and V, respectively.

The susceptor (growth surface) is maintained under tight
temperature control between 500 and 750◦ C . In this range

the growth rate is determined primarily by the component mass
transport, rather than the reaction kinetics, and we can make
the following assumptions: the incorporation of column III
atoms is dependent solely on the amount of column III source
vapor introduced into the reactor cell; column III precursor
molecules are fully decomposed; column III precursor partial
pressure goes to zero at the interface; and column V source
vapor is supplied in excess and does not impact growth rate
or alloy composition of ternary compounds having two group
III constituents [8, p. 115].

Under these assumptions the growth rate is a linear function
of the column III source delivery rate. Using TMG and TMI
as column III examples, the growth rate, rg, is given by,

rg = km fIII = km(a fT MG +b fT MI), (1)

where km is the mass-transport coefficient, fIII is the molar or
pure component flow (PCF) rate of group III source, and a,b
are the gallium and indium sticking coefficients, respectively.
Under the growth conditions considered here these coefficients
do not have significant temperature dependence [9], [8]. The
solid composition is a ratio of the column III growth rates,

x =
k1 fT MI

k1 fT MI + k2 fT MG
=

fT MI

fT MI + k fT MG
, (2)

where x is the mole ratio as in Ga(1−x)InxAs and k=k1/k2 is a
growth coefficient. These two relationships are the foundation
for growth recipe design. In order to obtain the desired
composition and thickness, the gas handling system must
deliver the appropriate pure component flows of the column
III reactants. For typical open loop operation, the actuator set
points are selected based on these relationships.

III. MOTIVATION FOR CONTROL

MOCVD recipes are typically specified in terms of PCF—
which is the product of precursor concentration in the carrier
gas and mass flow rate—and switching times for the various
sources. Pre-growth calibration is used to set up the mass
and pressure controllers to achieve the desired PCF for each
source. From this point, the recipe is followed in an open-loop
fashion. Concentration disturbances [5], [6] can can perturb
both the thickness and concentration of the device layers.

Figure 2 shows the concentration of TMG, as measured by
the ultrasonic concentration monitor during a normal growth
run. Comparison with the hydrogen only case, in which the
bubbler was bypassed, illustrates the sensor noise characteris-
tics and highlights a significant bubbler disturbance in the 0.01
– 0.1 Hz. frequency range. The bubbler disturbance is capable
of corrupting the growth of even a single layer and the 0.4%
tolerance band shown is a typical disturbance tolerance bound.
Potential sources of this disturbance are: thermal dynamics
of the source bath (held at -10◦ C); and the disturbances
introduced by multiple MFC and pressure actuators.

The two control schemes studied are depicted in Figure 3.
The first control scheme is a feedforward disturbance rejection
controller on the TMG gas delivery system. This is described
in more detail in [6] and is summarized in Section IV.
The control actuator is the TMG injection MFC and the
control sensor is the ultrasonic concentration monitor. The
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performance goal was to regulate the pure component flow
in the presence of the TMG bubbler disturbances in order to
improve the composition and thickness precision. The con-
troller performance was evaluated by growing a GaInAs/InP
superlattice structure under both compensated and uncompen-
sated conditions. The second control scheme is a feedback
control scheme, (discussed further in Sections V through VIII)
using a UV absorption sensor for concentration measurements
and controlling the injection MFC for the TMI source. In this
case, TMI was chosen because it has more variability than
other column III sources. It is stored in a solid state with a
lower vapor pressure than the other sources, which are stored
in liquid states [5], [10]. The controller objective in this case
was the rejection of the higher frequency disturbances in the
pure component flow that originate from the TMI bubbler. This
complements the feedforward scheme by rejecting the higher
frequency disturbances.

The configuration of our reactor prevented a direct sample
measurement via reflectance methods such as ellipsometry, and
this motivated the selection of a UV absorption sensor.

IV. UPSTREAM FEEDFORWARD CONTROL SYSTEM

The primary controller objective is to use the ultrasonic
concentration monitor to reject the disturbances to the bubbler
concentration. This monitor has a bandwidth of approximately
0.1 Hz and is therefore effective for the rejection of the 0.01-
0.1 Hz low frequency disturbances.

Actuation is accomplished via the injection MFC just prior
to the manifold, as shown in Figure 3. A simple static nonlin-
ear inversion is used to generate the controller actuation, the
mass flow rate setpoint Fset , via Fset = ftarget/Cepi, where Cepi
is the ultrasonic concentration measurement and ftarget is the
desired growth recipe PCF. The control structure is illustrated
in Figure 4. As shown, this static inversion is implemented in

a feed forward fashion to reject the bubbler concentration dis-
turbance (Cdist ) and thereby obtain the desired pure component
flow rate ( ftarget ). In the actual implementation, the ultrasonic
concentration sensor signal was filtered using a 0.1 Hz, 2-
pole Butterworth filter to reduce the noise and also prevent the
controller from responding to erroneous concentration monitor
signals. See [7] for further details. for further details.

To evaluate this system the multi-layer InP/GaInAs device
illustrated in Figure 5 was grown. Growths were run with
and without the controller in action, and the results evaluated
by post-growth X-ray diffraction analysis. The test device
consisted of alternating layers of InP (indium phosphide) and
GaInAs (gallium indium arsenide), which exhibited the be-
havior of a 4-period GaInAs/InP (3000 Å/200 Å) superlattice
structure. The desired layer thicknesses and growth times are
shown in the figure. The multi layer feature of the structure
allows the investigation of composition at defined stages of
growth. The GaInAs layer thickness was chosen to give a
sufficiently strong X-ray diffraction signal from each layer,
without significantly attenuating the signal from lower layers.
The controller regulates only the pure component flow of
TMG, so even under feed forward control, disturbances in
the other sources can corrupt the composition of the alloy, in
particular the remaining column III source, TMI.

The layer-to-layer solid composition and thickness was
investigated with a double-crystal X-ray diffractometer using
Cu Kα1 radiation and (004) reflection. This involves rocking
the illuminated sample to vary the incidence angle and mea-
suring the diffracted X-ray count. Constructive and destructive
interference can be observed as a function of rocking angle.
If the device grown was a (GaxIn1−xAs) layer on an InP
substrate, one would expect two peaks in the rocking curve,
the first for the InP lattice and the second for the GaInAs
lattice. A full-width, half-maximum (FWHM) parameter of
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the GaInAs layer peak is used to characterize the quality of
the substrate or growth layer crystal lattice. A smaller width
implies a tighter composition precision throughout that layer.
The relative angle between the substrate and layer peaks can
be used to determine the lattice mismatch, which can then
be related to the desired composition to verify the alloy molar
composition breakdown. In multi-layered structures (as shown
in Figure 5) higher-order constructive interference patterns
generated by the lower layers show up as satellite peaks on
the rocking curve. In superlattice structures, the presence of
satellite peaks is used as a measure of high crystalline quality
where both the thickness and composition of the periods are
precisely repeated.

Figure 6 shows the rocking curves for uncompensated and
compensated growths. The FWHM of the main GaInAs peak
is narrower in the compensated case (120 arc sec. vs. 200 arc
sec.) indicating tighter control of the solid concentration. Stan-
dard analysis software estimates and deconvolves the satellite
peaks before estimating the FWHM. The primary feature in
the compensated results, (Figure 6(b)), which is evidence of
an improved growth, is the presence of at least eight pairs of
well-defined satellite peaks. Satellite peaks occur in pairs, one
to either side of the main peak. The GaInAs satellite peaks
to the right of the GaInAs main peak are easily distinguished
in the figure. The GaInAs satellite peaks to the left of the
GaInAs main peak are obscured by the InP satellite peaks and
the InP main peak. The satellite peaks in the compensated
case result from higher order constructive interference with
the lower layers and indicate consistency in both thickness
and composition between the layers. The compensated curve
is compared to an ideal material simulation. The qualitative
match between the simulation of the nominal device structure
and the actual measurement further confirms the ability of the
controller to improve reproducibility from layer to layer, a
major requirement in superlattice growth.

V. ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION MONITOR

The feedback control scheme is based on a UV absorption
monitor, the principles of which we now describe. Beer’s law
can be used to predict the UV absorption, A, of the group IIIb
and group Vb alkyl compounds used in MOCVD growth, as
follows:

A = log10
Io

I
= ε(λ )LC, (3)

where Io is the intensity of the incoming monochromatic light,
and I is the intensity of the light exiting the sample. The molar
absorption or extinction coefficient, ε , is a parameter that
describes the probability of absorption at a single wavelength.
The optical path length is L, and C is the molar concentration,
which is the variable we wish to measure. In a non-interacting
mixture the absorbances add and the concentrations within
an n gas mixture can be determined—subject to sufficient
variation in ε(λ ) for each gas—by using n different wave-
lengths and applying numerical regression techniques. The
work described here uses a single wavelength (211 nm) and
measures only the concentration of TMI.

Numerous research groups have developed UV absorption
monitoring systems to study MOCVD growth, including [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. The work in [18] reports
evidence of bubbler concentration variations and suggest the
use of UV spectroscopy to control the precursor concentration
and improve the MOCVD fabrication of high-temperature
superconducting thin films. Further work in [10] claims to have
used UV spectroscopy to monitor and control the growth of
InSb films. Although no details of the control work were given,
it was confirmed that the cited compensation was performed
via manual adjustments, based on a “human-in-the-loop” feed-
back system using in situ UV absorbance measurement of
each reactant [19], [20]. No results comparing open and closed
loop results were presented. The results presented here are a
subset of those found in [7], which describes an active control
growth demonstration using ultraviolet absorption sensing for
the feedback signal.

The UV absorption monitor hardware configuration is illus-
trated in Figure 7. The physical configuration was constrained
by the high temperatures in the vicinity of the reactor deck.
Consequently, there were several optical components required
to steer the light into the reactor. Sensor components located
on the reactor deck include only the mirror and three lenses,
which are indicated in Figure 7. The lamp, chopper and
electronic equipment are placed on the roof of the reactor
deck. The monochromator and PMT were cantilevered behind
the back panel of the reactor deck. The optical path length
within the reaction chamber is 6.35 cm.

The UV light source is a 30 Watt ozone free deuterium
lamp, with the peak spectral irradiance in the range 200 to
300 nm. A monochromator optically filters the polychromatic
light to a wavelength of 211 nm with a 6 nm resolution and
the photomultiplier tube (PMT) converts the light intensity to
an electrical signal. A mechanical chopper/lock-in amplifier
system—operating at a 166 Hz chopper frequency—modulates
the source light and amplifier synchronously to reject ambient
light level variations. The output of the lock-in amplifier
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is sampled at 50 Hz. by a computer running the LabView
software instrumentation package.

Figure 8 shows a typical UV transmission record taken dur-
ing the growth of an InP/GaInAs(P) device. Photolysis—the
breakdown of gas components due to the UV light energy—
causes slow material deposition on the chamber walls in the
optical path and this can be seen in the initial region of the time
history. This means that the UV monitor gives only a relative
absorption measurement and cannot be used to correct slow
concentration drift. The photolysis problem can be avoided by
specialized reactor designs [13], but this is beyond the scope
of the current work.

VI. DOWNSTREAM SYSTEM MODEL FOR CONTROL

A block diagram of the MOCVD process model and closed-
loop compensator is shown in Figure 9. The MFC setpoint,
Fset , is again determined by the required growth recipe PCF.
System disturbances include concentration (Cdist ), absorption
drift (Adri f t ) due to photolysis, and absorption measurement
noise (Anoise). Recall that an absolute measure of concen-
tration is not available due to the photolysis drift. In terms
of controller design, a differential measure of concentration
(no dc component) is equivalent to a differential measure of
absorbance, as long as the model gain from PCF to absorbance
is correct. As a result, the plant model output and controller
input is specified in terms of absorbance.

A linear model of the MFC was estimated by subspace
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based time domain system identification techniques [21]. The
nonlinear PCF relationship, f = CF , was linearized and the
nominal concentration and mass flow values are shown as
C0 and F0 respectively in Figure 9. The process delay was
estimated, by recording switching events, to be 0.4 seconds.
The delay was modeled with a first order Padé approximation.
Subspace identification was also used to estimate a linear
model for the remaining process and sensor dynamics. These
dynamics include species mixing and the lock-in amplifier
filters. The absorption measurement, Ameas, was calculated
from real-time measurements of intensity I, and a recent
estimate of Io, using Beer’s Law (Equation 3). The open-
loop frequency response of the entire linear plant model,
from the TMI MFC set point input, Fcmd , to the measured
absorbance output, Ameas, is illustrated in Figure 10. The
absorption magnitude units are arbitrary because the quantity

is unitless. The DC gain of the plant model is 7.91×10−5

absorb. units sccm−1. As shown, the plant model magnitude
starts to roll off quite rapidly after 0.4 Hz. The phase loss at
0.1 Hz is -46.47 degrees. The phase loss is attributed to both
the UV sensor dynamics, including the lock-in amplifier, and
the transport delay. The control system was designed using
classical methods, hence the frequency response of the plant
model was the basis for the design.

VII. DOWNSTREAM FEEDBACK CONTROL DESIGN

The controller structure illustrated in Figure 9 explicitly
depicts the filtering required for the absorption measurement.
Photolysis induced drift corrupts the measurement and the high
pass filter removes the low frequency component of the signal.
The controller filters limit the measured absorption to the range
0.006 to 1.0 Hz. Note that the controller output is summed
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with the MFC setpoint command which provides the desired
DC control value.

The closed-loop design objectives for C(s) were: mini-
mizing the Cdist to A transfer function in the range 0.009
to 0.02 Hz.; giving zero DC response for the Adri f t to A
transfer function; minimizing the Anoise to A transfer function
at high frequencies; and normalizing the Fset to A transfer
function at DC to obtain the desired PCF. Recall that A is
directly proportional to the concentration of TMI. Note that
the frequency range where disturbance rejection is required
is more than an order of magnitude lower than the dominant
process time constant.

Classical loopshaping techniques are adequate for a control
design in this case, and the performance objectives were met
with a high gain lag controller, with a pole at -0.005 Hz,

C(s) =
2528.4

31.8s+1
. (4)

The controller pole location is a compromise between maxi-
mizing the gain over the performance bandwidth and providing
sufficient gain roll-off before the process delays degrade the
phase margin.

The frequency response of the loop transfer function is
illustrated in Figure 11. The final design had a phase margin is
46 degrees, at the cross over frequency of 0.095 Hz, and a gain
margin of 5.89 db at 0.169 Hz. Note that at low frequencies
the system is gain stabilized. As shown in Figure 11, the
disturbance rejection performance, indicated by the magnitude
of the open loop transfer function at the disturbance frequency,
could have been increased at the expense of the stability
margins.

Figure 12 shows the closed-loop Cdist to A transfer function
achieved by the design, and shows performance improvement
in the 0.002 to 0.7 Hz range. This corresponds to rejecting
disturbances which would normally corrupt a typical 1000 Å
layer at a typical growth rate of 10 Å/sec.
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for the gain and phase margins are marked.
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Fig. 12. Closed-loop Cdist to A transfer function.

The closed loop frequency response from Adri f t and Anoise
to A can be found in Figure 13. The key features of this
plot include the low frequency rejection of the photolysis drift
and the high frequency attenuation of absorbance measurement
noise. The drift attenuation ends at approximately 0.004 Hz
and the noise attenuation is approximately 1×10−7 at 10 Hz.

VIII. CLOSED-LOOP GROWTH RESULTS

The UV sensor based feedback was tested separately from
the ultrasonic feedforward control, and required a device
growth demonstration that would show the mid frequency
range disturbance rejection properties. The test device, illus-
trated in Figure 14, was designed to demonstrate the controller
performance and was grown under both open- and closed-
loop conditions. The test device consisted of a buffer layer
of InP (indium phosphide), and a bulk layer of GaInAs
(gallium indium arsenide). The growth times and estimated
layer thicknesses are shown in the figure, although the layer
thicknesses are not drawn to scale. Control of TMI only
occurs in the GaInAs layer. The first 250 seconds of GaInAs
deposition are grown under open loop conditions in both
the open loop and closed loop test runs. This thick layer
was designed for several reasons. First, growth of this layer
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provides time for the UV absorption monitor to settle to a
steady state condition after responding to the illumination of
the growth lamps. Moreover, during this open loop layer, the
controller initial conditions are set, and the controller high pass
filter reaches a steady state value before the loop is closed.
As shown in Figure 14, for the closed-loop test, the loop is
closed after the first 250 seconds of GaInAs growth. Before
injecting the concentration disturbance, a 100 second layer of
GaInAs is grown under closed loop (nominal) conditions, to
ensure that the control system has the expected behavior. Then,
the concentration disturbance is initiated after 350 seconds of
bulk layer GaInAs growth. The concentration disturbance is
applied for the remainder of the growth, which consisted of
400 seconds of GaInAs deposition.

The growth of the 4900 Å bulk layer was perturbed by a
0.01 Hz periodic bubbler pressure disturbance, such as might
arise from a poorly tuned pressure controller. In the open-
loop case this disturbance will generate a period concentration
disturbance in the crystal which will give rise to satellite peaks
in the X-ray diffraction rocking curve of the resulting device.
The closed loop growth should reject the perturbations and not

show any evidence of satellite peaks.
Time histories of both closed and open loop signals of

interest are compared in the following plots. All time histories
begin 150 seconds after the onset of GaInAs growth or
in other words 100 seconds before closed loop control is
invoked. Figure 15 clearly illustrates that the closed loop
system rejected the concentration disturbance, as the open-loop
plot (a) displays a measurement of the periodic concentration
disturbance, and the closed-loop plot (b) displays only a very
small response to the same disturbance type. Other features to
note include the transient response of the closed-loop system
at time t=100 seconds, when the loop was closed. In addition,
both cases show a prominent photolysis drift, as evidenced by
the downward ramping UV transmission.

These same data sets were converted into absorbance mea-
surements to compare the performance in terms of the signal
driving the controller. The plots, shown in Figure 16, were
detrended to remove the photolysis drift and allow direct
comparison in the frequency range of interest. The closed-loop
disturbance attenuation is clear.

Again, post-growth analysis was performed by X-ray
diffraction and the rocking curves are shown in Figure 17.
As predicted, the open-loop curve shows significantly greater
satellite peaks than the closed-loop case. Simulations were
tuned to give the closest match to the rocking curve and then
used to estimate the mole ratio disturbance amplitudes in the
open- and closed-loop cases as 3.9×10−3 and 5.5×10−4 re-
spectively. This is almost an order of magnitude improvement
in the closed-loop case, confirming the predicted disturbance
rejection capabilities illustrated in Figure 12.

Photoluminescence (PL) tests were also used for post-
growth analysis and the results are shown in Figure 18. This
test measures radiative recombination as a result of single
wavelength optical excitation. The closed-loop device peak has
a FWHM of 95 nm, compared to 130 nm for the open-loop
device, indicating that there is less mole ratio variation in the
closed-loop case. Note also that the closed-loop PL peak is
three times higher; one hypothesis is that the open-loop device
has more dislocations resulting in nonradiative recombination.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Two control schemes have been developed and tested on
the MOCVD reactor. An upstream feedforward system, based
on ultrasonic concentration sensing, is capable of rejecting
low frequency drift and bubbler disturbances. The feedfor-
ward scheme is first described in [6] and outlined here for
completeness. A downstream feedback system, based on UV
absorption sensing, rejects higher frequency disturbances. In
both cases the results are demonstrated by post-growth analysis
of crystal devices. The two systems operate in complementary
frequency ranges and on-going work involves combining the
two designs. We are also investigating using multispectral
UV analysis to monitor and control multi-gas concentrations
within the reactor.
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